
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: FAIRVIEW POLYTRACK@2019.08.16 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 16.08.2019, Race 1, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R74.000, 12:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: GOLD PACT was well beaten last time out but could improve trying the Polytrack. 
CAPTAIN CARLOS is battling to win but continues to hold his form and can fight out the finish yet again. 
FERRARI'S MOON has been unreliable of latebut is not out of it. KING OF PROMISE is battling to win 
but could place. DUET is holding his form and could finish in the money. BUZZ WORD can win. 
 
Selections: 
#6 Buzz Word, #1 Gold Pact, #2 Captain Carlos, #4 King Of Promise 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 16.08.2019, Race 2, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R74.000, 13:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: HALLO ROSIE probably needs to do more to win but could earn some minor money. 
GOLDEN MIRAGE was well beaten on her debut and did show improvement last time out but may need 
a lot further. ORLANDA was a bit disappointing in her last two starts but from a good draw should go 
close. CABALLE is clearly better than her last run would suggest and can go close. TUYUCA should go 
close. 
 
Selections: 
#6 Tuyuca, #3 Orlanda, #4 Caballe, #1 Hallo Rosie 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 16.08.2019, Race 3, Gallops, 2200m, Poly, R74.000, 13:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: CAPTAIN HOOK clearly needed his last run. This course and distance suits and he 
should fight out the finish once again. TOM TOM was a bit disappointinglast time out but is probably 
capable of better and has a winning chance. PRINCE IN ACTION is holding form and could contest the 
finish. CONVENTION is unreliable but could earn some minor money. FIRST KNIGHT can improve. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Captain Hook, #2 Tom Tom, #3 Prince In Action, #4 Convention 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 16.08.2019, Race 4, Gallops, 2200m, Poly, R75.000, 14:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: JAY'S HAWK has won twice over this course and distance and clearly found the 
distance a bit short last time out. Stable companion CRUZ GIOVANNI makes his local debut and could 
improve. DATA LINK could play a minor role. OKAVANGO DELTA is looking for a hat-trick after two good 
recent wins. PALO ALTO is well drawn and can go close in this line-up. WHITELEAF HILLS can go close. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Jay's Hawk, #5 Palo Alto, #4 Okavango Delta, #8 Whiteleaf Hills 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 16.08.2019, Race 5, Gallops, 1900m, Poly, R105.000, 15:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: MANGROVE returns to a surface that he has done well at in the past and mustb 
considered. FREE AGENT disappointed last time out but his last win was onthe Polytrack. EVOLVER 
was well beaten last time out and could need this come back run. STORY OF MY LIFE is unreliable but 
did run well last time out and must be considered. MULTI GOLD and ARANJUEZ both do well on this 
surface. 
 
Selections: 
#7 Aranjuez, #2 Free Agent, #1 Mangrove, #4 Story Of My Life 
 
 
 



Fairview Polytrack, 16.08.2019, Race 6, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R69.000, 15:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: SPOILS OF WAR disappointed on this surface last time out. VANILLA ORCHID isbetter 
than her last run would suggest. STREAM OF KINDNESS was full of running when winning on this 
surface last time out and must be respected. ANGIOLETTA has some fair recent form and has a place 
chance. BEHOLDEN could run a better race from a good draw. OASIS QUEEN is capable of an upset if 
at best. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Stream Of Kindness, #15 Black Gardenia, #12 Elusive Green, #6 Angioletta 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 16.08.2019, Race 7, Gallops, 1300m, Poly, R69.000, 16:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: SPIRIT OF SONG tries the Polytrack and could improve. ELUSIVE DIVA was 
imprressive when winning last time out and can follow up. ELUSIVE KAT won well on his local debut and 
must be considered. EMERITO is battling to win but could pop up in the places. DUKE OF HAZARD has 
improved of late and can earn some money. MASTER NEWTON is badly drawn but could place. Respect 
RIBOVAR. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Elusive Diva, #12 Ribovar, #4 Elusive Kat, #7 Duke Of Hazard 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 16.08.2019, Race 8, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R74.000, 16:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: UNDISCOVERED GEM was not disgraced when third on her local debut and could 
finish in the money once again. STAR OF FAIRVIEW disappointed last time out after winning easily on 
her debut. TWIN FALLS and TRAVEL GUIDE would have preferred further but might play minor role. 
WORLD RADAR won very nicely on debut and received a very high merit-rating. She will be hard to beat 
in this. 
 
Selections: 
#8 World Radar, #9 Yodalicious, #1 Undiscovered Gem, #6 Travel Guide 
 
Best Win: #8 WORLD RADAR                          
Best Value Bet:                                         
Best Longshot: #7 ARANJUEZ                             


